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By Royal Appointment.*

 I wonder. Will you be listening to the Queen’s speech this
Christmas?  I will.

I always break off woodturning for 15 minutes on Christmas Day, I
think it’s so important to hear what our Monarch has to say.

 But have you ever imagined what her Consort will be doing
while his wife is speaking to the nation. No? Well a little bird told me
he will be in a shed behind the cloisters at Windsor Castle busy at the
lathe. Besides, he’s heard it before, for her Majesty’s been practising
her speech since mid-October.

 I expect those dratted corgis can be a terrible distraction
though. Always wandering in and out scattering wood shavings every-
where, running off with his parting tool just when he needs it, lifting
their legs on his new Camvac. It’s not an ideal set up I‘m sure, and
heaven knows HRH is a patient man, but enough is enough, limit to
everything, know what I mean?

 A few years ago there was a terrible incident. HRH was happily
sharpening his chisels when sparks from his Creusen grinder set alight
the sawdust and before he could say,‘pass me the fire extinguisher,
batman‘, the whole wing of the Castle was in flames. I believe they lost
a number of valuable paintings, Vermeers, Holbeins, Canalettos, but
most importantly, he managed to save his stock of newly purchased
Cocobolo. Since then, and after a recent visit to an exhibition at
Bowness on Windermere, he has recruited the local AWGB chapter
and is turning out mice by the million to sell to the public as his
contribution to the cost of repairs. And who would believe that when
foreign dignitaries come to stay, a tour of the shed is almost compulso-
ry. He keeps a spare set of chisels and a first aid kit handy should they
want to try their hand at the lathe. Condi Rice, Nick Sarkosy, and
Nelson Mandela are but a few who have had a go.
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 Who would have guessed the King of an oil rich state would
want a go after being presented with one of HRH’s bud vases turned
from a Banksia nut. Trouble was his long sleeves kept getting in the way
until HRH tied them back with garden twine. The King caught on fast
and couldn’t wait to get back to his kingdom to give all his wives the
off-centre candlesticks he had made for them. Unfortunately, with few
useful trees in the Gulf state, he’s just sent a fleet of ships down to Oz
for some timber after his offer for the New Forest was turned down.
Yes, I’m seriously thinking of approaching the UN with the suggestion
that if there was more woodturning in the world it would be a more
peaceful place. ‘Make mice, not war’ is what I always say, and I’m
sure her Majesty thinks the same.

So to you all, have a lovely Christmas, keep the fire extinguisher
handy and I look forward to seeing you all sober again in the New
Year.

* According to your Chairman.

The new Challenge Trophy.
‘Challenge’ details will be an-
nounced when available.

It is glass, engraved as shown,
the engraving on the base, not too
clear in the photo, is,”CUMBRIA
WOODTURNERS ASSOCIA-
TION”.

  K.D.
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CWA Christmas 2008

Dear Friends,
Many centuries ago when the people of this country were first converted
to Christianity the ancient mid-winter festival was changed to become
the time when they celebrated the birth of Jesus and they called it the
Christ Mass, later Christmas. Today the opposite seems to be
happening. The time that traditionally was a time when people gave
thanks to God for his sending of a Deliverer from the power of Sin, a
time of peace and goodwill to all, ad the giving of presents, that time
seems to have changed to a great commercial festival that begins
months before with massive advertising, urging us to spend more than
we can afford. Children have been sucked into this so that they expect
to receive even bigger and more costly presents. The old sense of
Wonder, the Song of the Angels is being drowned by people who
worship Money. In society we cannot avoid this, much though we may
regret it.

Faced with this situation, it is not surprising that some Christians are
crying out and there is even a move to have every Christmas Card
envelope franked with the message, 'Put Christ back into Christmas'.
Personally, I don't think that would make much difference. Christmas is
a celebration of the coming of the Christ Child, and important though
that is, what he said and did when he became a man is of far greater
importance.

Jesus was born into a world where his people were distressed, being
under often cruel rulers and divided by religious feelings. All this was
the result of man's sin, that force within us which seems to be able to
corrupt every good thing we do, destroying our natural peace and
harmony with God. So Jesus came teaching and telling stories. He told
the story of the Prodigal Son, which teaches us how to think of God as a
loving father, patiently waiting when his younger son goes off. Looking
for him and when his son changes, runs to welcome him, restoring him
into his family. He told the story of the Good Samaritan with a despised
halfbreed as the hero who shows us how we should treat our fellows.
The story of the Labourers in the Vineyard teaching that God rewards
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us according to our need. The story about the Last Judgement teaching
that we must care for the needy. Jesus sought to show how we should
live in harmony under God's rule. Think of what he did, how he washed
the disciples’ feet, teaching that he who leads must be prepared to do the
most menial tasks. Jesus said that the Son of Man came to give his life a
ransom for many. He was crucified but he rose from the grave and was
seen by many.

I believe we need to think more about Jesus, for it is with him that we
will have a truly happy Christmas and successful life. If only our young
people would take Jesus as their role model, or chose as their role model
people who strove to pattern their lives on Jesus there wouldn't be the
stabbings we hear about today.

I realise that I haven't said a word about woodturning. Please forgive
me. I am a preacher first, woodturning came later. I marvelled at the
display at Revolutions 17 and trust that all your turning this Christmas
has been successful. I do pray that you and your loved ones will all have
a truly happy Christmas and a Healthy New Year.

Sincerely, Bill Ross

Advertisement

Garage sale of hardwoods and turning tools at Tullimaar, Parkside Road,
Kendal.

Timber comprising of Sycamore, Ash, Oak, London plane (Lacewood),
Cherry, Yew.
The turning tools are mainly of the long hole boring type.

The sale will be on Saturday the 5th and 12th of January 2009
9 AM until 1 PM or by appointment.

Rod Russell    Tel 01539722925.
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Demonstration by
Bob Chapman, 15th October 2008.

Bob first showed the process of turning
an Earring stand, made from one piece
of wood, namely Sycamore, and using a
small piece of Cocobolo for the spire.
The total height of the piece was approx
7 inches.

He blended the parasol to the stem using a
scraper to give a smooth finish then,
sanded, he drilled the holes for the
earrings before waxing as cutting melts the
wax and he used beeswax followed by

carnauba
wax , then polished with terry towel.

He then went on to demonstrate the right
and wrong ways of turning bowls. He
explained about the correct shape and
about getting the right foot for the bowl as
he had seen many bowls spoilt by using

the spigot that holds the bowl to the lathe instead of turning a proper
foot. He then showed the use of a Proxon grinder with an Arboretec
blade, passing it 4 or 5 times over the edge of the bowl for effect.

A home made vacuum pump that Bob had put together was
demonstrated using the bowl turned earlier. The system was put
together for a couple of hundred instead of something in the region of
£900. You can see details of how he put it together on his web-site,
bobchapman.co.uk
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The last piece he turned was a Salt pot;
he got the inspiration for it from a
pottery one bought whilst on holiday.
The measurements for it are approx
90x50mm, and he used a squared off
shank to cut the inside

M.O.

For those who have grown old

If my body were a car, this is the time I would be thinking about trading
it in for a newer model. I've got bumps and dents and scratches in my
finish and my paint job is getting a little dull ...

But that's not the worst of it.
My headlights are out of focus and it's especially hard to see things up
close. My traction is not as graceful as it once was. I slip and slide and
skid and bump into things even in the best of weather.
My whitewalls are stained with varicose veins.
It takes me hours to reach my maximum speed. My fuel rate burns inef-
ficiently.
But here's the worst of it -- Almost every time I sneeze, cough or sput-
ter, either my radiator leaks or my exhaust backfires!

       KD
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Received from Mitch Platt

Thinking about copy for your newsletter, it might be interesting for you
know that I am the CWA's representative on the Bryce Committee  (a
committee of people from most of the groups that use the Bryce ) which
is responsible for the control and maintenance of the building, very
democratic.

The Committee have to insure the building and the insurance company
require that all electrical appliances be tested and certified by an
electrician.

Fred Singleton and I have been helping an electrician to do that for the
13 electrical items we have, from lathe to dust extractor, cameras and
lights, even extension leads.

Each item had to be visually inspected and then tested with a special
meter and the results recorded.

Not every item passed first time and we have had to change from old to
new style plugs, fit the correct fuses, connect earth wires, replace light
bulbs.

One of the more complex jobs was figuring out what wire went where,
because the box of tricks Bill Robinson made that connects the lights
and cameras to the projector, albeit a work of art, has plugs and sockets
and wires going in all directions.  So there were a few furrowed brows,
head scratching and stunted conversation at times.

Gladly they have now all passed and we have the certificates to prove it.
Of course it all has to be done again next year.

Regards

Mitch
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Demonstration by Ian Clarkson
15th November 2009

Ian introduced himself as a faceplate
turner, using mainly bowl gouges, ½
inch,3/8th inch and ¼ inch.
He liked to turn in part seasoned tim-
ber, like, cut only the day before, and
largely in Sycamore. Being as he is a
tree surgeon he gets lots of trees to
choose from.

He is a big fan of Richard Raffan, and recommended reading his
“Turned Bowl Design” stating that the shape and design of a bowl is
important, especially the size of the foot. During wet turning it is impor-
tant to leave as much in the middle of the bowl when turning, working
about a ½ inch at a time, sanding and finishing before moving to the
next section, thereby keeping a stable edge to work to. Once you have
cut down to the centre of the bowl you cannot go back to re-work the
side as it is too unstable. One piece of advice, when working wet wood,
and when sanding and supporting the side with the other hand is not to
keep your finger in one spot too long as it may start to smoke.!!

Ian demonstrated turning a thin walled
bowl in sycamore and he explained
that it was not advisable to do a recess
mount for the chuck, but to cut the
bowl with a flat base.

He then went on to turn an end grain
Oak bowl, explaining that you don’t fix
a screw chuck to end grain but use a
faceplate. After turning and finishing
the bowl he then stained it in a solution
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of vinegar and wire wool, this left a very dark stain to the wood.

He explained the use of an Arboretec cutter, on end grain you do not cut
to the edge as it  would disintegrate the bowl.

A hollow form was turned from Leylandia, it
is important to remember that you do not cut
aggressively with this wet wood as it will jam
very easily.

An off-centre
bowl was turned, in Ash, demonstrating the
method of holding the piece on a screw
chuck and marking off the area to move the
chuck to get the off-centre bowl.

A deep hollow vase was then turned
in Sycamore - it was first hollowed
etc in July 2007 and he showed how
much it had warped in the drying -
cleaned it up finishing to a thin wall ,
used blackboard paint to colour the
inside and cut with a high speed drill
from a dentist. Talk to your dentist
nicely, preferably without the cotton wool balls in your mouth, although
it is rumoured they get special training in linguistics!.

It was a great day and the membership really enjoyed it. Thank you Ian.

M.O.

Ian’s work can be seen on the internet at www.ianclarkson.cwc.net/  Ed.
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